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About This Game
The News
The moon is now a financially feasible place to travel to, several conglomerates have staked out plots of land and encroachment
has caused major conflicts, reports of a large and deadly organism living on and underneath the lunar surface have been
confirmed and named the ‘Acari’.
The Objective
You and up to four other mercenaries will be dropped off to build an outpost into a military facility, the Acari have proven very
territorial and will defend their habitats no matter the cost. A dropship will arrive as often as possible to drop new supplies for
you and your team to delegate upgrades, make sure your overall strategy is sound otherwise you may find yourself lacking the
proper means to defend an assault.
The Rewards
As you fight for your company, you will be promoted and given camouflages to diverge yourself from the grunts.
The Features
- Swarm, our first game mode will have you fighting against waves of enemies, on your own or with up to four other players.
Upgrades will arrive every five rounds but requires a vote from the team to decide what you get, enemies will become bigger
and stronger over time and will force you to adapt your strategy or become overrun.
- Upgradable; weapons, armours, turrets and fortifications will have you choosing between an automated base defence or relying
on your own skill.
- Level progression will have you promoted through 50 ranks with camouflage rewards at every fifth rank.
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- Seven maps will allow you to choose your preferred landing site; each with their own backstory.
- Last Stand Protocol can be activated to give you one last chance at survival, this will weld the doors and deploy internal turrets
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L.S.S. is a zombie survival game, a genre I'm not really a fan of but this seemed like a step above the typical Unity created
projects I see on Steam.
First off, it has seasons which adds a leaderboard chasing aspect and loot to be received at season end -- already far deeper than
most indie or AA offer in their games.
While this game feels early and has jank around the edges, it will remain installed and I will continue to check in on its
development.
https://youtu.be/Wg1BJk9X3d8. Great story and art! Can't wait for Chapter 2.
I'd recommend, if you enjoy visual novels or stories in general.. Honestly in my top 3 picks for favourite VR games, and I have
many. This does guns right. They feel good, they look good. You can choose a variety of options for movement from teleport to
locomotion with a variety of motion-sickness options.
Tons of enemies. Tons of levels. Hours to beat. Haven't beaten it. Ramps up in difficulty nicely.
-Actually laughed out loud many times while playing it I was having that much fun.
-Made me good at shooting left handed (and realize how bad I was at it)
-Kill aliens like a badass
Negatives? None.. As much as I want to love this game, it's not a Space Engineers killer.
Needs a few more major updates, then we can try again.. I wish I could give this software a 5-star review for the amount of time
it's saved me on creating tilesets.
Unfortunately half the non-core features are broken so at best I can give it 3. Worth it? Yes, overall.
I recommend this software if you already understand how to make a tileset and are looking to speed up the process.
I do not recommend this software if you're expecting it to just make the sets for you.. It's like Bit Trip: Runner, except way
easier.
6/10. Next gen Risk of Rain
10\/10. so, as steamdb graph says, I am the only player for this game today :\/ That sick, because this game is nice though. So far
so good. Developer is very responsive to bugs and feature suggestions.
I'd recommend you be into USPSA or IPSC. At least be aware of them and understand this is a way to virtually play those
shooting sports and possibly practice at home for them. Right now I am trying to gauge if this has any benefit to supplementing
dry fire training or if it is just fun.
Now if you cannot play USPSA\/IPSC in your area this would be a really fun way to experience the rules and try shooting
stages.
The stage builder is great for quickly doing some virtual drills. One thing I wish it has was more options on scoring, as right now
you can only hit a target for best 2. Something like a bill drill doesn't work.
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I ran into the same save file corruption bug that everyone else is talking about. A pity; if it were not for that I could give this
game a mildly positive review. It's an okay HOG, and the creepy atmosphere is nicely done, but it's not good enough to justify
restarting from the beginning.. I paid $20 for this game. I cannot believe I did that. This is at most a $5 game. Absolutely rife
with bugs. Gameplay is very boring and feels like an amateur high school project. Many flaws that hinder gameplay and
enjoyment and unless you feel like joining the discord to pester a defensive dev to fix them, they will most likely not be fixed,
since the dev has stated that he is not interested in updating the game any further. Having played the game in both a language I
know and a language I don't, I feel like beginners would learn very little of their target language, and certainly not enough to
'supplement' their language learning journey. Clearly the dev did little research into language learning. Absolute scam.. This is a
highly underrated empire building space 4x game set in the Star Traders universe (like Templar Battleforce and Star Traders
Frontiers). It features a well developed research tree and economic model. At the start of each game you select three factions to
use in the game, each sporting unique characteristics. After that you take commnad of a migrant fleet which arives in an
uncharted space with an objective to gain control of the area and develop a functioning empire. To do that you have to colonise
and build up new planets, control the political strife among the factions and fight xenos. I highly recomend this game to anyone
who likes 4x games.. This is so stealthy I can't even find it after paying for it, loving it, OR learning kikongo. This is definitely
an older hidden object game, but not an OLD one. The interface is a tiny bit clunky but solid in function, and the plot is . .
honestly refreshingly simple and straightforward. You're in this to save your dog. There's cute extra goodies, and decent puzzles.
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